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say the least. With focus on true overall eye
protection, it has provided our brand with
avenues to introduce functional aspects to
our line, such as our patented removable
Facial Cavity seal, that provides another level
of protection and enhanced polarisation by
blocking out peripheral light, wind, dust and
debris. It has been like a dream come true to
witness first-hand how Wiley X, in just a few
years, has been the brand on the move and is
now considered a benchmark in the business.”
These technological advancements were
firsts in the fishing industry and backed up
with desirable stylings and brandings, were
key to helping Wiley X grab a large chunk of
market share in this arena, with more being
gained each day.
“All markets pursued by Wiley X are
important to the company,” says Ray.
“In fact, it’s why we pride ourselves on
designing and developing eyewear that
is truly a tool for all the different market
segments we pursue. It also sets us apart
because it carves our product relevance in
various markets that most competition can’t
cross into.
“It’s a team approach here at Wiley X, Inc.
From our product development department
and channel sales directors to our global pro
staff, Wiley X continues to push the envelope
in design and functionality while keeping
ahead of market trends with a clear focus
on the pulse of consumers in each of the
identified market segments.”
In 2017, the year of Wiley X’s 30th
anniversary, it might be easy for the people
of the company to stand still admiring its
achievements, but that simply isn’t the Wiley
X way. The future is always in the minds of its
progressive team, and that future looks very
bright according to Ray.
“The future of Wiley X, both long and
short-term, is bright, to say the least, and
is multilayered. We continue to research
innovative ways to expand our product
offerings and thus further capture sales and
increase our global brand recognition. Wiley
X continues to re-invest in the brand by
standing up its own internal testing facility,
putting qualified personnel in key positions,
partnering with highly supportive retail
partners across our various sales channels and
driving our marketing message to the masses.
“All of these aspects will ensure success,
both long and short-term, as we evolve as
a company with continued strategic focus
on making Wiley X a household name. On
the EMEA side of the globe, our short and
long-term goal is to continue to appoint
market-leading distributors across all of our
variants allowing them to spread the message
of Wiley X. The journey has just begun.”

Thirty years
of premium
protection
This year marks the 30th anniversary of one of the industry’s fastest-growing
and most respected brands. But how did Wiley X become an indispensable name
in outdoor eyewear protection and performance?

T

hirty years ago, Wiley X owners Dan
Freeman and Myles Freeman Jr were
just kids sweating summers off in the
warehouse helping their dad out with his
small but innovative protective eyewear
company. Little did they realise that 30
years later they’d be at the helm of a highly
respected, fast-growing global company.
The pair’s military veteran father, Myles
Freeman Sr, started the company to protect
the eyes of military forces around the
world – a market where Wiley X is still
incredibly strong today. However, its global
scale has taken the brand successfully down
many paths over the last 30 years, including
fishing, hunting and many other outdoor
pursuits.
“Like most expansions, global expansion
is an ongoing process,” explains Wiley X
director of outdoor sales Ray Hill. “To
truly accomplish, it takes well thought
out strategic approaches. From product
offerings and education, to sales penetration,
to brand recognition, it’s all about timing
because each country is different. Some sales
channels are well established while others
may be new, or simply not established at all.
Thus, it’s about the approach and figuring
out the best way, based on that specific
country, how to successfully penetrate the

Wiley X's European growth
makes it a truly global supplier.

applicable markets.”
One key moment along Wiley X’s path
to becoming a truly global supplier was the
establishment of its European subsidiary in
Denmark in 2007. Now, 10 years on, this
company has grown to become the EMEA
and Russia supplier of Wiley X and handles
more than 45 distributors, with new ones
being appointed each month.
As previously mentioned, Wiley X
did not start out in
fishing but its
progression
in this
market
and its
natural fit with
anglers and the

angling market has been one of its proudest
moments as a brand, according to Ray.
“One of the proudest moments in the
polarised fishing market channels has
been to see how our overall brand message
has gained tremendous speed and now
resonates with consumers and our retail
partners alike. It wasn’t too long ago that
people were simply unaware and, in most
cases, uneducated about what it meant for
polarised sunglasses to be ANSI Z87.1
safety rated and EN.166 certified.
“Simply put, premium polarised sunglasses
just didn’t offer this level of protection. To
see how that has changed and how Wiley X
pioneered that movement in the premium
polarised eyewear market has been
an exciting
journey to

Strong fishing
associations have
pushed the Wiley X
brand forward.
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